
The biggest sale of the year on light and medium weight linen in a variety of
colors!

Description

It is the 4th of July week and everyone is getting ready for a weekend of fun.

To add to the fun we have cut the prices on two popular linens the IL020 and
the IL019 by 15%. That’s right, you can get yards and yards of different color
linen fabric for as little as $5.50 a yard and yes, that is less than your usual
Bleached.

The discounts have been applied to such a variety of colors that only
fireworks can compete with this abundance of shades.

The 4th of July Sale is the biggest sale yet!

* Handkerchief weight IL020 is only 3.5 ounces a yard and can be used for
summer bedding, bathrobes, blouses, dresses, and tunics for both men and
women.
* Medium weight IL019 is a bit heavier at 5.3 ounces a yard, but because it is
the medium, “average” weight – this fabric is the recommended norm for
most projects. Anything that the IL020 is too light for, you can use the IL019
and it will be just perfect. IL019 is often used for shirts, beach towels, capris,
summer pants for men and women, summer jackets and even table linens.

These 2 fabrics open a whole universe of creative opportunities and with
such discounts you can have linen in every part of your home and wardrobe
at a fraction of what you would pay at your local stores.
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If you have a unique project and are not sure which one of these two fabrics
would be best for you, then call my customer service team at 1-888-546-
3654 and they will be happy to answer your questions.

Remember this is the biggest sale yet and it is for this week only, the
handkerchief and medium weight linen fabrics in all the colors will go back to
the regular store section at midnight July 6th Pacific Standard Time.
Enter here to go directly to the light and medium weight linen and start 
saving now!
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